
RONNETTE
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(123) 456-7890
San Diego, CA
LinkedIn

EDUCATION
Bachelor of Arts
English
San Diego State University

2002 - 2006
San Diego, CA

SKILLS
Reliable
Goal-oriented
Patient
Bilingual (Spanish)
Collaborative
Empathetic

WORK EXPERIENCE

Online English Tutor
Tutor.com

2011 - current San Diego, CA
Instructed 210+ students using research-based instructional
strategies designed to support students’ individual needs
Utilized 8+ types of virtual mediums, including Zoom, online
chatting, video assignments, and online whiteboards
Implemented 2+ monthly report cards and lesson summaries,
improving effectiveness and retention by 26%
Developed courses, schemes of work, assessment tools, and 44
weekly lesson plans
Improved student assessment scores by 64% through the
utilization of the discovery method and stress reduction
techniques
Crafted 6 surveys designed to assess learning goals, interests,
and academic performance to refine tutoring sessions

English Tutor
Five Points Learning

2009 - 2011 San Diego, CA
Operated one-on-one and small group instruction for 58+
students, guiding elementary and high school pupils in
developing reading comprehension and writing skills
Advanced learning through the use of tablets and portable
computers, encouraging students to watch 3+ assigned videos
per week
Furthered career development, meeting with the site manager
for coaching, and receiving 100% positive feedback on
evaluations
Fostered learning outside of the classroom, assigning additional
work to incorporate home learning, increasing average reading
speed by 5 words per minute
Collaborated with classroom teachers to ensure tutorial lessons
aligned with classroom instruction

English Teacher
Frontier High School

2006 - 2009 San Diego, CA
Instructed 34+ students, grades 8-12, in reading and writing,
utilizing essays, worksheets, reading assignments, and exams
Developed unique activities based on class difficulties and
performance, allowing students to shape their learning and
improve concept understanding by 45%
Cultivated an open environment for students, encouraging
questions, concerns, and feedback, increasing active
participation by 32%
Crafted curriculum per the school and state’s requirements,
ensuring 100% preparedness for standardized tests

https://linkedin.com/

